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Windon –"NSTM" System  

“NSTM” –Nano Selective Transmission Modelingis our next technological 

feat in modeling the amount of light transmittance possible, which can be 

increased in any range within 200nm of the light spectrum, and is achieved 

through changing the antireflective structure. For example, we have raised 

light transmittance by 1%, from 700nm to 900nm, with the aim of optimizing 

the performance of the glass cover and thereby increasing the amount of 

usable light in the range at which solar cells perform best.  
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The energy saved after applying anti-reflective properties to the PV panels 

Our supplier are the world’s only producers and patent-holders of this unique technology 

in antireflective, chemically-etched glass 

 

Solar Glass 

 The glass was exhibited at a trade fair in Las Vegas, 2013 

 The glass delivered 8% more energy than the top-performing low-iron glass on the mar-

ket!!  

 We have tested versions of self-cleaning glass for solar collectors  

 The glass concentrates solar energy on one or a few points, directly onto the reduced 

area of the collector’s heat receptors  

 Self-cleaning on our glass is very effective, leaving only a single% dirt compared to a re-

gular AR coat that leaves up to 25% 

 



Solar battery glass 

 Anti-reflective glass –provides 4% –6% more energy!!!  

 Completely self-cleaning glass which is a major reason for choosing etching 

 The patented “NSTM+AR” system is capable of improving light transmittance and 

optimizing the performance of solar cells  

 Thanks to our technology, for the first time ever, it is now possible to use 2mm diameter 

glass, which was previously impossible. Higher efficiency and less weight on rooftops 

undoubtedly lowers construction requirements  
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Antireflective glass in solar collectors increases energy efficiency up to 8%,and in solar bat-

teries (PV panels) up to 4% –according to research conducted by the Fraunhofer Institute. 

It is worth noting that the 4% energy increase obtained by Windon in PV panels is highly 

significant on a global scale, considering the fact that researchers worldwide have only 

increased the efficiency of silicon solar cells by only 3% in the last 15 years.  

 

Adding to other materials, and the fact that they are self-cleaning, it can be up to 20% more 

energy output from Windon's modules than other options. 









 

Standard tempered 
glass. 

AR Coat,  Antireflexed with Polyacrylate, the most 
common method of treatment 

Etched self-cleaning glass according to standard  
Windon uses. 

Other type of 
etching 


